INTERMEDIATE GROUP

WRITING SECTION

PART A. Study the pictures and information below about the Minolta Dimage 530 digital camera and answer the two questions on the ANSWER SHEET.

I. Study the information below about the front and rear views of Minolta Dimage 530 digital camera and answer question I in PART A on the ANSWER SHEET.

II. Study the information below about the mode dial of Minolta Dimage 530 digital camera and answer question II in PART A on the ANSWER SHEET.
PART B. You are working at the Sales Department of Minolta Company and you are asked to prepare a brochure explaining how to view camera images taken with Minolta Dimage 530 digital camera on television. Write a paragraph on the ANSWER SHEET about the process of viewing camera images on a television screen using ALL the prompts and pictures given.
Step 1: TV and camera -

Step 2: open ➔ terminal cover

Step 3: Insert into terminal for
purpose: connect camera

Step 4: TV ➔ on
select ➔ video channel

Step 5: camera ➔ on
Select ➔ playback
purpose: display images on TV

Step 6: view ➔ images
method: use scroll buttons

SCROLL BUTTONS
INTERMEDIATE GROUP

Class: ___________________  Name: ________________________

WRITING SECTION

PART A.

I. Write the topic sentence of a paragraph that would describe the Minolta Dimage 530 digital camera.

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________.

II. Write ONE sentence describing ALL the functions of the SETUP MODE of the camera’s mode dial.

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________.


PART B. Write your paragraph on the lines provided here.